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Announcing a limited-time offer on the Asponte XDT – 

Extreme Developer Tools, tailored to significantly boost 

your team’s productivity. With a remarkable 50% off 

the list prices, there has never been a better time to 

invest in streamlining your digital workflows.
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XDT Tool Description Retail Special

Alerts Powerful DX powered notification and alerting, features widgets, webhooks, and text 
integration.

$15,000 $7,500

Bookmarks Keep tabs of your content, no matter where it moves; provide “quick links” even if the 
content changes location.

$5,000 $2,500

Bootstrap 
Widgets

Over 30 drag-and-drop WCM components built for the Bootstrap framework. $10,000 $5,000

Content 
Analytics 

Bridge

All websites are selling something, even if it’s itself. Treat all sites like e-commerce sites and 
get deep insights into what your content and website are doing… or not doing!

$3,000 $1,500

Custom 
Authoring 

Tools

A set of utilities that enhances developer activities and reduces troubleshooting efforts for 
system administrators: Category Utility, Email Functionality, EncodeForJSON WCM plugin, 
Link Utility, Populate JSP Action, Asponte Tools Portlet, Content Helper

$10,000 $5,000

File Manager Need to organize and leverage a large number of documents, images, and other binary files 
but don’t want to clog the DX database? This is the solution for you.

$50,000 $25,000

Google 
Analytics 

Dashboard

Wish you could see Google Analytics data inside your portal? 
We built a custom dashboard to retrieve the most common data from your Google Analytics 
account.

$7,000 $3,500

Homebase  
Toolkit

Build and populate an entire intranet in less than a day, control permissions to pages and 
content from the front end, tonal analysis for articles, the most comprehensive DX authoring 
guide ever produced, and 3 complete functional websites to use as examples. 

$75,000 $37,500

Search and 
Replace

Need to quickly rebrand and change color codes or other data in your content? 
Upgrading your bootstrap version and need to swap css class names? This tool performs 
edits at scale and provides deep level reporting on permissions and access.

$20,000 $10,000

Snapshot Snapshot any website, or site area, on a schedule, push to an http server for remote serving 
or record retention, or just receive a daily report of any website issues such as unusually 
large files, dead links (404), permission issues (403), or server errors (500/503) - and more!

$10,000 $5,000

Video Manager Video Manager provides a low cost and robust solution for HCL Digital Experience Content 
Authors to manage video links from any public streaming service
(Vimeo, YouTube, Brightcove, Wistia, and more).

$8,000 $4,000

Offer Valid - Oct 1, 2023 till Nov 30, 2023.

https://youtu.be/FNzUya_vrQ0
https://youtu.be/fZEgfsFjm2E
https://youtu.be/fZEgfsFjm2E
https://youtu.be/fZEgfsFjm2E
https://youtu.be/ej1ZSB3xfRA
https://youtu.be/ej1ZSB3xfRA
https://youtu.be/iRpH5MlFBmw

